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Abstract
A comprehensive study of the evolution of electronic structure and chemical bonding
in disordered Ti1−x Alx N and Ti1−x−y Alx Tay N systems was performed by means of ab
initio density functional theory calculations using crystal orbital Hamilton population
technique. Progressive changes in the character of interatomic chemical bonding were
revealed when sequentially alloyed TiN with Al and Ta. Alloying TiN with Al leads to the
change in the Ti-N bonding character from ionic to covalent, whereas Al-N bonds being
strongly ionic. The following alloying of Ti1−x Alx N solid solutions with Ta results in a
significant reduction of the ionicity of the Al-N bonds, while retaining the covalency of
the Ti-N bonds. In addition, alloying with Ta introduces metallic character of chemical
bonding in Ti1−x−y Alx Tay N, with the degree of metallicity increasing with growing Ta
concentration. The gain in metallicity was found to be provided not only by Ta-Ta bonds,
which make the main contribution, but also by Ta-N bonds, which have covalent-metallic
character. A strong dependence of bonding energies in Ti1−x Alx N and Ti1−x−y Alx Tay N on
local atomic surrounding was found.
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Introduction
Titanium nitride (TiN) is currently used as a structural and functional material in a variety of
applications because of its unique properties. 1,2 First of all, TiN has high hardness, wear and
corrosion resistance as well as high thermal stability, which are of crucial importance for protective
and decorative coatings. 3,4 In addition, it is characterized by good diffusion barrier properties,
low electrical resistivity, increased optical reflectance 5,6 and compatibility with complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) processes, that makes it promising for diffusion barrier and
gate applications, 7 solar cell 8 and infrared reflector 9,10 applications as well as a coating for electrode
materials in lithium-ion batteries. 11–13 Recently, TiN thin films were also suggested as alternative
plasmonic material, 14–18 exhibiting less loss and providing other practical advantages compared
to noble metals. However, easy oxidation of TiN already at temperatures of 500–550 ◦ C, and its
inherent brittleness restrict the field of its possible application in extreme thermal and mechanical
conditions. 19,20
An effective method of increasing TiN oxidation resistance is its alloying with aluminum. Since
aluminum (as titanium) can form an fcc crystal phase, 21 it substitutes for titanium in the crystal
lattice of the nitride. The addition of Al to TiN coatings drastically increases their resistance to
oxidation (from 500 ◦ C to 800 ◦ C), and also ensures the preservation of high values of hardness
and wear resistance at temperatures up to 900-950 ◦ C. 22–24 Moreover, due to their variable optical
properties TiAlN-based coatings are very promising for photothermal and solar energy applications. 25,26
However, the necessity to enhance the efficiency of photothermal conversion of concentrating
solar collectors claims to increase operating temperature of solar absorbers. For example, in
concentrating solar power systems with gas-phase central heat receivers operating temperature can
reach 1000 ◦ C. 27 At the same time, annealing above 900 ◦ C results in spinodal decomposition of
the metastable supersaturated Ti1−x Alx N solid solution into TiN- and AlN-rich cubic domains. The
metastable fcc AlN domains further transform into a stable hexagonal close packed AlN wurtzite
phase with a pronounced volume increase of ∼24%. 28 These structural transformations cause a
sharp decrease in hardness of Ti1−x Alx N 22 as well as generation of microcracks which serve as
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fast diffusion paths, dramatically decreasing the oxidation resistance of the coatings. 29 Moreover,
Ti1−x Alx N is fully oxidized at 1000 ◦ C. 20 Therefore, over the past two decades intensive efforts
have been directed towards finding ways to further improve the characteristics of the Ti-Al-N
system.
Along with formation of hierarchical microstructures, which allow improvement of mechanical
characteristics of Ti-Al-N, 30,31 the most effective way for solving this problem is the introduction
of additional alloying elements into Ti1−x Alx N, that is, obtaining of quaternary, quinary, etc.
solutions. 32,33 In particular, the addition of elements of the IV and V groups (Zr, Nb, Hf and Ta) to
the Ti1−x Alx N coatings is very promising. So, Zr increases the oxidation resistance of the coatings,
contributing to the formation of a dense protective oxide layer on their surface. 29,34 In addition, the
introduction of its small additives leads to an increase in the hardness of the coatings and the critical
temperature of spinodal decomposition. Doping with Nb leads to an increase in thermal stability
and ductility of Ti1−x Alx N coatings, however, there is a slight decrease in their hardness. 35 Hf
provides the growth of hardness and thermal stability of Ti1−x Alx N coatings, whereas the effect on
their oxidation resistance is ambiguous. 36 Finally, one of the most promising alloying element is
Ta, which allows not only significant enhancing of the hardness, toughness and oxidation resistance
of Ti1−x Alx N coatings, but also increasing the temperature of formation of the AlN wurtzite phase
up to 1200◦ C, which ensures maintaining high hardness values up to this temperature. 32,37–39
It is well-known that the properties of the multicomponent solid solutions strongly depend
even on small variations of the relative content of the constituting chemical elements. 32 To a
large extent this is due to the changes in the electronic structure and chemical bonding of the
transition metal nitrides caused by variations of their elemental composition. Despite the numerous
experimental and theoretical investigations of the mechanical properties, 32,35,40 solar selective
characteristics, 41,42 oxidation behavior, 32,38,43 biocompatibility 44,45 and thermodynamic stability 46–49
of different ternary and quaternary TiN-based solutions, the quantitative analysis of the evolution
of chemical bonding of these materials at an ab initio level was not thoroughly addressed. In
the present paper, within density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we examine the evolution
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Figure 1: Supercell for disordered Ti1−x−y Alx Tay N constructed on the base of 2×2×2 cell of the
cubic TiN with 25% of Al and 25% of Ta atoms randomly distributed on the Ti sublattice. The
presented ball-and-stick atomic structure was created with VESTA. 50
of electronic structure and the interatomic chemical bonding in multicomponent TiN-based solid
solutions from TiN through Ti1−x Alx N to Ti1−x−y Alx Tay N with different atomic ratios of Ti, Al
and Ta, using crystal orbital Hamilton population formalism. We also discuss the effect of the
chemical bonding on elastic properties of the TiN-based systems.

Calculation methods
The density functional theory calculations were done with the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP) 51,52 using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method. 53,54 The electron exchange-correlation
functional was described by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the form proposed
by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE). 55
The Ti1−x−y Alx Tay N solid solutions were modeled by 2×2×2 rocksalt cubic supercells containing
64 atoms in which the metal sublattice was occupied by randomly distributed Ti, Al, and Ta
atoms. As an example of such supercells, the structure containing 50% of Ti, 25% of Al and
25% of Ta atoms on the the metal sublattice is shown in Fig. Figure 1. The structure relaxation
considering both the atomic positions and lattice vectors was performed by the conjugate gradient
scheme until the maximum force on each atom was less than 0.001 eV/Å, and the total energy was
4
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Figure 2: Total and partial DOSs for TiN and COHPs for Ti-N and Ti-Ti bonds.
converged to 10−6 eV with the tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections. The Brillouin zone
(BZ) integration was sampled by using a 9×9×9 Monkhorst-Pack k-points grid for the calculations
of relaxation and electronic structure. The elastic constants Ci j were calculated by an automatic
procedure 56,57 implemented in VASP. The cubic elastic constants for disordered Ti1−x−y Alx Tay N
solid solutions, Ce11 , Ce12 , and Ce44 , were obtained by averaging as Ce11 = 1/3(C11 + C22 + C33 ),
Ce12 = 1/3(C12 +C13 +C23 ), and Ce44 = 1/3(C44 +C55 +C66 ). Isotropic bulk B and shear G moduli
were evaluated as described in Ref. 58.
To study the interatomic chemical bonding in multicomponent systems based on TiN, we used
crystal orbital Hamilton population (COHP) analysis. 59 This technique adopted for plane-wave
electronic structure calculations (projected COHP) 60,61 and realized in the Local Orbital Basis
Suite Towards Electronic-Structure Reconstruction (LOBSTER) code 62 allows deriving an energy-resolved
local bonding analysis and partitioning the band-structure energy into bonding and antibonding
contributions from the PAW electronic structure calculations. Similar to the density of states
(DOS), where the energy integration up to the Fermi level gives the number of electrons, the energy
integration of the COHP for a pair of atoms indicates bond strength in terms of their contribution
to the band structure energy.
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Figure 3: Total DOS of Ti0.75 Al0.25 N and Ti0.50 Al0.50 N in comparison with TiN total DOS and
corresponding partial Al DOS.

Results and discussion
TiN belongs to NaCl-type cubic structure with the Ti atom sitting at the 1a (0, 0, 0) site, and the
N atom at the 1b (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) position. The calculated equilibrium lattice parameter of titanium
nitride, 4.255 Å, agrees well with the experimental value of 4.244 Å. 63 The calculated elastic
constants C11 , C12 , and C44 equal to 613, 137, and 155 GPa, respectively, are in good agreement
with the data of earlier theoretical work (610, 137, and 158 GPa) 10 and experiment (625, 165, and
163 GPa). 64
Fig. Figure 2 shows the calculated total and partial densities of states of titanium nitride as well
as COHP for the Ti-N and Ti-Ti bonds. As can be seen from the figure, in the valence band one
can distinguish three energy regions: from -17 to -14.5 eV, from -8 to -2.5 eV, and from -2.5 to
the Fermi level. The deep energy region is mainly contributed by s electrons of nitrogen, while
s and d electrons of titanium participate also, in a smaller extent. The middle energy region is
characterized by the strong hybridization of the Ti d orbitals both of eg (d(x2 − y2 ), d(z2 )) and t2g
(d(xy), d(yz), d(xz)) symmetry with the N p orbitals. In the third DOS region the energy states
are primarily contributed by the Ti t2g orbitals with negligible contribution of the N p electrons.
The strong hybridization between Ti d and N p orbitals in the middle energy region is usually
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Figure 4: Average COHP for Ti-N bonds in Ti0.75 Al0.25 N and Ti0.50 Al0.50 N in comparison with
TiN.
thought 65,66 to be responsible for ionic bonding and high strength of titanium nitride while weakly
overlapped deep states almost do not contribute to Ti-N bonding. At the same time, the occupied
t2g states near the Fermi level are believed to contribute to metallic bonding.
At high binding energies the COHP for the Ti-N bond is negative, which indicates the bonding
character of the orbitals in this energy region. At an energy of -2.34 eV Ti-N COHP changes the
sign and states lying above have antibonding character. The integration of COHP (taken with the
opposite sign) for occupied states gives the bond strength energy for Ti-N pair equal to 2.695 eV.
It is noteworthy that a contribution to the Ti-N bonding is given not only by strongly hybridized
orbitals of the middle energy region but also by weakly overlapped deep states which provide
about 40% of the Ti-N bond strength. At the same time, the Ti-Ti COHP is negative over the
whole occupied region, however the Ti-Ti bond strength is only 0.321 eV, i.e. it is eight times
weaker as compared to Ti-N bonding.
First, the effect of aluminum alloying on the electronic structure and Ti-N bonding energy
was considered. Random supercells in which aluminum atoms replace 25 and 50% of titanium
atoms were constructed. The equilibrium lattice parameters obtained (normalized to the 1×1×1
cubic cell) are 4.218 and 4.177 Å for Ti1−x Alx N solutions with x=0.25 and 0.5, respectively,
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Figure 5: Dependence of bond energy of Ti-N pair on Ti-N bondlength in Ti0.75 Al0.25 N (144 Ti-N
bonds) and Ti0.50 Al0.50 N (96 Ti-N bonds).
i.e. it is observed an almost linear decrease in the lattice parameter with increasing aluminum
concentration. The atoms in the lattice are shifted from the ideal positions due to atomic relaxation.
The lengths of the Ti-N bonds are equal to half of the cubic lattice parameter in pristine TiN, i.e.
2.1275 Å. With the addition of 25% aluminum in the system the Ti-N bond lengths vary from
2.0825 to 2.1851 Å. In the case of the supercell with 50% aluminum concentration the Ti-N bond
lengths vary in even greater extent, from 2.0245 to 2.1986 Å.
As can be seen in Fig. Figure 3, alloying of TiN matrix with 25% of aluminum leads to
substantial rearrangement of the electronic structure. The valence band in the deep and middle
energy regions experiences significant broadening and smoothing of sharp DOS peaks due to Al-N
hybridization. At the same time, a further increase in the concentration of aluminum up to 50%
does not lead to a qualitative change in the density of states. Fig. Figure 4 shows calculated
average COHP for Ti-N bonds in the Ti0.75 Al0.25 N and Ti0.50 Al0.50 N solid solutions. Like in
pristine TiN, the states at high binding energies have the bonding character, and the states lying
near the Fermi level are antibonding. However, the energy at which the COHP changes the sign
shifts slightly to a less negative value with increasing aluminum concentration (-2.035 and -1.718
eV for Ti0.75 Al0.25 N and Ti0.50 Al0.50 N, respectively). Integrating the average COHP shows a
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decrease in the average energy of the Ti-N bond. In the Ti0.75 Al0.25 N solution the average bond
strength energy is 2.433 eV, i.e. it decreases by 10% compared to the energy of the Ti-N bond in
the titanium nitride. In Ti0.50 Al0.50 N the average Ti-N bond energy is reduced to 2.290 eV that
corresponds to a 15% decrease compared to the original system. Herewith, the deviation of the
bonding energies of the Ti-N pairs in Ti0.75 Al0.25 N from the average bond strength energy is quite
significant, ∼0.3 eV (Fig. Figure 5). The smallest energy, 2.174 eV, was found for the longest Ti-N
bond length, which corresponds to the Ti-N pair with the largest number of aluminum atoms in the
first coordination sphere of the nitrogen atom and in the second coordination sphere of the titanium
atom, and conversely, the highest bond energy, 2.748 eV, was realized for the Ti-N pair with the
smallest number of surrounding aluminum atoms, which in turn had the shortest bond length. The
range of pair bond energy values increases significantly with increasing aluminum concentration.
The difference between the largest and smallest values amounts ∼0.7 eV in Ti0.50 Al0.50 N, where,
as noted above, variation in Ti-N bond lengths is larger also (Fig. Figure 5). It is worth noting
that for the both considered Al concentrations, despite the decrease in the average Ti-N bond
energy, the highest bond strength energies of Ti-N pairs (2.748 and 3.069 eV for Ti0.75 Al0.25 N
and Ti0.50 Al0.50 N, respectively) exceed the bond energy in titanium nitride (2.695 eV), that is
related to inhomogeneous distortions of local bonds caused by randomly distributed Al alloying
atoms. Wherein, the displacements of atoms from their ideal crystallographic positions increase
with increasing Al concentration. The maximal atomic displacements in Ti0.75 Al0.25 N amount
∼0.09 Å, whereas in Ti0.50 Al0.50 N the maximal displacements are 0.12 Å for metal atoms and
even reach 0.14 Å for nitrogen atoms.
In Fig. Figure 6, left panel, it is presented the total valence charge density of TiN in the (001)
plane, which shows almost spherical shape of the charge distribution that corresponds to strong
ionic character of the Ti-N bonds. The charge transfer from the titanium atom to the nitrogen
atom calculated using the Bader method 67 amounts 2.12 e. In Ti0.75 Al0.25 N (Fig. Figure 6, central
panel), the Al-N bonds are also highly ionic, since the aluminum valence electrons are almost
completely transferred to neighboring nitrogen atoms. At the same time, as can be seen from
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Figure 6: Charge density distribution in the (001) plane for TiN, Ti0.75 Al0.25 N and Ti0.50 Al0.50 N.
the charge density distribution map, the charge around the Ti atoms in this case is localized
along the bonds with the closest N atoms. Such charge distribution indicates an increase in the
covalent component in the Ti-N bonding due to aluminum alloying. In Ti0.50 Al0.50 N (Fig. Figure 6,
right panel) the charge density distribution along the Ti-N bonds does not change qualitatively as
compared with that of Ti0.75 Al0.25 N that correlates with a relatively small variation of the average
Ti-N bond strength with an increase in the Al concentration.
Modification of chemical bonds due to Al alloying leads to a change in the elastic properties of
the material compared to pure TiN. Averaged Ce11 constants decrease by 5% and 12% in Ti0.75 Al0.25 N
and Ti0.50 Al0.50 N, respectively, as compared with TiN, whereas Ce12 and Ce44 significantly increase.
Ce12 exceeds the C12 in TiN by 18% (Ti0.75 Al0.25 N) and 23% (Ti0.50 Al0.50 N). Ce44 increases by
16% in Ti0.75 Al0.25 N and by 40% in Ti0.50 Al0.50 N as compared with the corresponding elastic
constant of TiN. Evaluation of elastic moduli of the ternary compositions using the calculated
elastic constants showed that alloying TiN with Al results in a monotonic increase in the G/B
ratio that is accompanied by a decrease in the Cauchy’s pressure C12 -C44 . According to the
empirical criteria of Pettifor 68 and Pugh, 69 this behavior means that Ti1−x Alx N solutions become
progressively less ductile with increasing x. Thus, alloying with Al leads to embritllement of
TiN that is detrimental for most its applications. This behavior is associated with strong ionic
character of Al-N bonds. It should be noted that this effect is substantially more pronounced at
high Al concentrations. While Ce12 -Ce44 and G/B of TiN are -18 GPa and 0.635, respectively, in
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Figure 7: Average COHP for Ti-N, Al-N, and Ta-N bonds in Ti0.75−y Al0.25 Tay N with y varying
from 0 to 0.75.
Ti0.75 Al0.25 N they are -19 and 0.637, respectively, demonstrating very slight changes. In contrast,
in Ti0.50 Al0.50 N the Cauchy’s pressure becomes 2.8 times more negative (-50 GPa), whereas the
G/B ratio increases by ∼11% (up to 0.704).
Since there is no revealed qualitative changes in the character of the chemical bonding in
Ti1−x Alx N with increasing Al concentration, for consideration of quaternary Ti1−x−y Alx Tay N solutions
we fix the aluminum concentration at 25%. Fig. Figure 7 shows the average COHP for the Ti-N,
Al-N, and Ta-N bonds in Ti0.75−y Al0.25 Tay N solutions with y varying from 0 to 0.75. When y = 0,
i.e. in Ti0.75 Al0.25 N, as shown above, a significant decrease in the ionicity of the Ti-N bond occurs,
while the Al-N bond, as follows from the distribution of charge density, is strongly ionic. This is
consistent with the form of the average COHP for Al-N, which demonstrates strongly localized
character of the bonding states with sharp peaks in the deep and middle energy regions. Herewith,
the hybridization of the deep N s and Al p valence states provides ∼50% of Al-N bond energy.
With increasing the tantalum concentration in the supercell in increments of 25%, a monotonic
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increase by about 1% of the equilibrium lattice parameter of Ti0.75−y Al0.25 Tay N is observed. The
calculated lattice parameters are 4.218, 4.266, 4.305, and 4.344 Å in the range of y from 0 to
0.75. At the same time, a change in the average length of Al-N bonds as a function of y is not
significant, showing a decrease of only half a percent in the limiting case. The deviations of the
Al-N bond lengths from the average value do not exceed 0.05 Å. However, as can be seen from
Fig. Figure 7, with an increase in tantalum concentration, the sharp Al-N COHP peaks become
more diffuse and the average Al-N bond energy smoothly decreases: 4.321 eV in Ti0.75 Al0.25 N,
4.237 eV in Ti0.50 Al0.25 Ta0.25 N, 4.205 eV in Ti0.25 Al0.25 Ta0.50 N and 4.172 eV in Al0.25 Ta0.75 N.
Thus, in spite of the constant aluminum concentration in Ti0.75−y Al0.25 Tay N, variation of the
concentration of tantalum leads to a decrease in the strength of the Al-N bonds and their change
from strongly ionic to more covalent. In addition, whereas the difference between the minimum
and maximum bond energies of Al-N pairs in the ternary solutions Ti0.75 Al0.25 N and Al0.25 Ta0.75 N
is only 0.2–0.4 eV, in the quaternary ones, due to the larger distortions of pair bonds it makes ≈1 eV
(Fig. Figure 8). The larger distortions of the bonds in the quaternary Ti0.75−y Al0.25 Tay N solutions
are due to significantly larger displacements of the atoms from ideal positions of the cubic structure
as compared with those in Ti0.75 Al0.25 N. At y=0.25 the maximal atomic displacement is 0.15 Å and
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it is almost twice as large for y=0.50 (0.28 Å). The smallest (largest) bond energies are obtained
for the Al-N pairs, in which the number of tantalum atoms in the first neighbors of N atom is
maximal (minimal). Thus, not only the number and type of neighboring atoms, but also their
relative positioning affects the values of the Al-N pair bond energy in the quaternary solutions.
Partial replacement of Ti with Ta in Ti0.75−y Al0.25 Tay N, as can be seen from Fig. Figure 7,
does not change the character of Ti-N bonds, leading, however, to a decrease in the average Ti-N
bond strength with increasing tantalum concentration (2.228 and 2.146 eV for y = 0.25 and y =
0.50, respectively). However, while the variation in the bond energy of Ti-N pairs in Ti0.75 Al0.25 N
is ≈0.5 eV, in the quaternary solutions it exceeds 1 eV (Fig. Figure 8). The variation in the Ti-N
bond lengths also increases by about two times reaching ∼0.2 Å, although the average Ti-N bond
length weakly depends on the concentration of tantalum, amounting to 2.163 and 2.167 Å for
Ti0.50 Al0.25 Ta0.25 N and Ti0.25 Al0.25 Ta0.50 N, respectively.
As can be seen from the average COHP for Ta-N bonds (Fig. Figure 7), for any y the Ta-N
bonding has covalent-metallic character, with the degree of metallicity growing with increasing
Ta concentration. With raising y, an increase in the average Ta-N bond length and a decrease
in the average bond energy are observed (3.542, 3.117 and 2.921 eV for Ti0.50 Al0.25 Ta0.25 N,
Ti0.25 Al0.25 Ta0.50 N and Al0.25 Ta0.75 N, respectively). At the same time, the variation of the Ta-N
bond strength on the configuration of the atomic environment is stronger than for Ti-N and Al-N
pairs in Ti0.75−y Al0.25 Tay N and the difference between the minimum and maximum energies is
1.5 eV or more (Fig. Figure 8). The longest bondlengths and consequently smaller bond strengths
are observed for Ta-N pairs which have a large number of Ta atoms in the surrounding. And
opposite, the smallest bondlengths/largest bond strengths in the Ta-N pair are realized when Ti
and Al atoms dominate in the vicinity of the pair. It is worth noting that the contribution of deep
s-d(eg ) hybridized states amounts of ∼ 1/3 in the Ta-N bond strength in contrast to earlier claims
that these states do not contribute to the bonding, 37,65 which were based on the DOS analysis only.
The gain in metallicity of interatomic metal-nitrogen bonds in Ti0.75−y Al0.25 Tay N solutions with
an increase in the concentration of tantalum is clearly seen from the distribution of the total valence
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Figure 9: Charge density distribution in the (001) plane for Ti0.75−y Al0.25 Tay N.
charge density (Fig. Figure 9). The metal-metal bonds in the quaternary solutions, like in parent
TiN, are much weaker than the Me-N bonds. The average energy of metal-metal bond strength
varies from ∼0.3 eV (Ti-Ti and Ti-Al bonds) to ∼0.9 eV (Ta-Ta bonds).
The change in the chemical bonding character in the Ti0.75−y Al0.25 Tay N system due to alloying
with Ta also affects its elastic properties. For instance, Ti0.50 Al0.25 Ta0.25 N (Fig. Figure 1), which
can be considered as quaternary solution obtained from Ti0.75 Al0.25 N by replacing of 0.25 titanium
with tantalum, on the one hand, andas a result of replacing of 0.25 aluminum with tantalum in
Ti0.50 Al0.50 N„ on the other hand, demonstrates an increase in the Ce11 elastic constant (by 7%
and 17% regarding Ti0.75 Al0.25 N and Ti0.50 Al0.50 N, respectively) and softening of the Ce12 and
Ce44 constants. Moderate changes are observed for Ce12 (a 4% and 8% decrease with respect
to Ti0.75 Al0.25 N and Ti0.50 Al0.50 N), whereas the softening of Ce44 is more sizable. The latter
elastic constant decreases by 20% and 34% as compared with Ti0.75 Al0.25 N and Ti0.50 Al0.50 N,
respectively. As a result, the Cauchy’s pressure of Ti0.50 Al0.25 Ta0.25 N becomes positive (10 GPa),
and the B/G ratio decreases to 0.58. This indicates that already 25% alloying with Ta leads to
a considerable increase in ductility of the TiN-based solutions. Thus, alloying with Ta is very
effective in toughening the solutions that is in good agreement with experimental results 70 and
is attributed not only to emerging Ta-Ta bonds, which primarily provide the metallic character of
interatomic bonding in the quaternary solutions but also to the gain in metallicity of Ta-N bonds
with increasing Ta concentration.
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Conclusions
In summary, by using first-principles calculations we have examined quantitatively the chemical
bonds in TiN and TiN-based ternary Ti1−x Alx N and quaternary Ti1−x−y Alx Tay N solid solutions.
The results show that alloying with aluminum on the titanium sublattice in TiN leads to the change
in the Ti-N bond character from ionic to covalent, whereas emerging Al-N bonds in Ti1−x Alx N are
strongly ionic. Such alloying results in the linear decrease in the lattice parameter with growth of
x, the displacements of Ti and N atoms from ideal positions and to variation in interatomic Ti-N
bond lengths and bond strength energies, which can even exceed the bond energy in pure titanium
nitride, although the average bond energy is reduced by 10–15%. The alloying with tantalum
significantly reduces the ionicity of the Al-N bonds, while retaining the covalent character of the
Ti-N bonds. At the same time, the quaternary solutions, which have larger variation in the pair
Me-N bond lengths due to greater distortions of atomic positions from ideal sites of cubic lattice,
demonstrate more considerable dispersion of the pair Me-N bond energies. Among them, the
variation in energy of Ta-N bonds, which along with Ta-Ta bonds provides metallic character of
the bonding in quaternary solutions, is even more significant. It is worth noting that according
to COHP analysis the hybridization of deep lying s orbitals of N with d(p) Me orbitals provides
from 1/3 to 1/2 of the Me-N bond strength. Whereas in ternary Ti1−x Alx N solutions the variation
of Ti-N bond energy clearly correlates with the number of alloying atoms surrounding the Ti-N
pair, in quaternary TiN-based solutions not only the number and type of neighboring alloying
atoms, but their relative positioning affects the values of the bond energy in the pair. The obtained
dependencies of the chemical bonding in Ti1−x−y Alx Tay N on on concentration and arrangement
of alloying elements correlate well with changes in the elastic constants and agree with earlier
established behavior of elastic properties of transition metal nitrides, which vary significantly with
changing configurational order of metal atoms. 71
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